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Abstract. The industrial smoke scene is complex and diverse, and the cost of la-
beling a large number of smoke data is too high. Under the existing conditions,
it is very challenging to efficiently use a large number of existing scene annota-
tion data and network models to complete the image classification and recognition
task in the industrial smoke scene. Traditional deep learn-based networks can be di-
rectly and efficiently applied to normal scene classification, but there will be a large
loss of accuracy in industrial smoke scene. Therefore, we propose a novel genera-
tive adversarial network based on LSTM and convolutional block attention module
for industrial smoke image recognition. In this paper, a low-cost data enhancement
method is used to effectively reduce the difference in the pixel field of the image.
The smoke image is input into the LSTM in generator and encoded as a hidden layer
vector. This hidden layer vector is then entered into the discriminator. Meanwhile,
a convolutional block attention module is integrated into the discriminator to im-
prove the feature self-extraction ability of the discriminator model, so as to improve
the performance of the whole smoke image recognition network. Experiments are
carried out on real diversified industrial smoke scene data, and the results show that
the proposed method achieves better image classification and recognition effect. In
particular, the F scores are all above 89%, which is the best among all the results.

Keywords: industrial smoke image recognition, generative adversarial network,
LSTM, convolutional block attention module, data enhancement.

1. Introduction

Bad weather conditions will have an impact on our production and life. If the weather can
not be accurately identified, timely judged, it will lead to the threaten to human life and
property. The weather can change very quickly sometimes. In particular, fog, rain, snow,
smoke, sand and other extreme weather will affect all walks of life [1,2]. Industrial smoke
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weather, as an important scene, widely exists in the daily life of big cities, and various
tasks for the smoke scene have become very urgent, and gradually become one of the
hot spots in computer vision area. In order to successfully complete the classification and
recognition task of smoke and dust image, it is necessary to provide a sufficient number of
manually labeled images for each specific smoke and dust scene in advance [3]. However,
in practice, it costs a lot of cost to acquire enough diverse smoke labeled data samples.
With the emergence of large amount of labeled training data and large amount of comput-
ing resources, deep neural network can achieve satisfactory performance. These data and
deep neural network models can be directly and widely applied to image classification in
most scenarios. However, when dealing with the classification of smoke scene, there will
be a huge classification error. In order to make use of the existing conditions for image
recognition of smoke scene [4], it is necessary to solve the problem of data distribution
difference. However, the data distribution of smoke scene is more different from that of
other conventional situations. At the same time, data with such a difference in distribu-
tion also have a larger domain shift. Convolutional neural networks are difficult to learn
invariance features of data.

In view of the above problems, existing research methods provide some solutions,
which are mainly divided into two categories. On the one hand, based on the existing con-
volutional neural network, combined with data enhancement methods, for example, PM-
SNet (Robust haze removal based on patch map for single images) [5], DCPDN (densely
connected pyramid dehazing network) [6] remove haze to reduce the distribution dif-
ference between haze and normal scenario data. However, most fog removal algorithms
require a large number of paired images for training. Due to the particularity of fog en-
vironment, fog scene images in the training data are mostly synthetic, so it is difficult to
reduce the distribution difference in the pixel field. According to Huang et al, [7] data
enhancement using fog removal algorithm has no significant gain in fog classification
and recognition task in real scene. And collecting and generating more data will increase
training time and cost. In addition, atmospheric degradation model is used to train the
data. However, this method is difficult to apply to the true diversity of fog scenes.

On the other hand, it is difficult to extract invariable features in feature domain only
by using data enhancement-based deep neural network due to different distribution be-
tween different data sets. The domain adaptive algorithm can reduce the domain offset
and learn invariance features of different data. Existing domain adaptive algorithms use
different feature alignment methods to align features extracted from convolutional neural
networks, and some methods reduce domain offset based on maximum mean difference.
For example, DANN (Domain Adaptive Neural Network) [8] used maximum mean dif-
ference measurement to reduce feature distribution between two hidden layers by samples
extracted from different domains. Deep domain confusion (DDC) [9] used an adaptation
layer to connect two parallel CNN (convolutional neural Network [10,11]) models, and
utilized MMD (Maximum Mean Discrepancy) to define the loss function and narrow the
domain offset of source domain and target domain. Based on CORAL method, the nonlin-
ear transformation method was used to align the second-order statistical features of source
domain and target domain distribution. Another adversarial approach, such as DANN-A
(Domain-Adversarial Training of Neural Networks) [12], used adversarial networks to
obtain domain-invariant features. Most of the existing domain adaptive algorithms focus
on the edge distribution of aligning single feature. A single feature only represents the
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characteristic information of a small part of data. Some adaptive algorithms will appear
unstable training and poor robustness when there is a large field offset.

To solve the above problems, Zhao et al. [13] used CycleGAN (Unpaired image-to-
image translation using Cycle-consistent Adversarial Networks) for data enhancement.
On the one hand, data enhancement can be carried out in the normal scenario (source do-
main) to generate labeled data with a style similar to that in the fog scenario. Cycle-GAN
used conventional data and foggy scene data (target domain) for antagonistic training,
which could reduce the data distribution difference between them in pixel domain. Since
Cycle-GAN did not need to use paired images and additional data, which greatly saved
training time and training cost.

Chen et al. [14] proposed an effective adaptive network, namely multi-scale feature-
sand multi-adversarial network (MFMAN) and proposed an IAM (Inception adversarial)
network to fully align data distribution in feature domain and reduce field offset (per-
ceptual adversarial module). After feature extraction by convolutional neural network,
IAM was used to extract multiple features of different scales to replace a single feature.
Feature information extracted by convolutional neural network was fully utilized to form
adversarial by multiple domain discriminators to reduce feature distribution differences.
In order to make use of the complex multi-mode structure, Karnewar et al. [15] used mul-
tiple discriminators to learn the multi-mode structure of data distribution on the category,
which increased the discriminant ability of the category, thus increasing the positive mi-
gration and reducing the negative migration. Features could reduce domain differences in
each category and learn domain invariance features.

Our main contributions are as follows.

– We set up a new industrial smoke data set. a low-cost data enhancement method is
used to effectively reduce the difference in the pixel field of the image.

– The smoke image is input into the LSTM in generator and encoded as a hidden layer
vector. This hidden layer vector is then entered into the discriminator.

– Meanwhile, a convolutional block attention module is integrated into the discrimina-
tor to improve the feature self-extraction ability of the discriminator model, so as to
improve the performance of the whole smoke image recognition network.

The remaining paper is shown as follows: Section 2 presents the related works in detail.
Section 3 discusses the data sets used in this paper. Generator model based on encoder-
decoder framework and Discriminator are stated for the proposed method in section 4 and
section 5 respectively. In Section 6, experiments are conducted and analyzed. The paper
is concluded in Section 7.

2. Related Works

Image segmentation is a basic computer vision technology. Its purpose is to divide an im-
age into visually meaningful areas with similar properties, such as mountains and people,
according to the features of color, texture, gray level and motion. Because of its funda-
mental role in the field of computer vision, image segmentation plays an important role in
image understanding, content-based video compression and coding, content-based image
and video retrieval, etc [16].
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In recent years, scholars have carried out a large number of relevant researches on
this task, which can be divided into traditional digital image processing method and deep
learning method according to different research methods.

In image segmentation method, threshold technique [17] is a simple and effective
method. The basic idea of threshold segmentation is as follows. First, it obtains the gray
histogram corresponding to the image, and then determines a gray threshold value accord-
ing to the histogram information as the basis of segmentation. Finally, pixel points in the
image whose gray value is greater than the threshold value are classified into one class
(such as the target region), while pixel points in the image whose gray value is less than
or equal to the threshold value are classified into another class (such as the background
region).

At present, there are two common threshold segmentation methods: bimodal method
and maximum variance method [18]. Bimodal method means that the background and
the object of concern in the image form a crest respectively on the gray histogram of
the image, that is, the region corresponds to the crest one by one. In this way, as long
as the gray value corresponding to the trough between the two wave peaks is selected as
the threshold, the object and the background can be separated well. Bimodal method is
applicable to the grayscale distribution of each object in the image is relatively regular,
and many soot images do not conform to this situation. The maximum variance method
can automatically select the threshold value without manual parameter setting, and the
selected threshold value can obtain better segmentation effect in most cases.

The threshold segmentation algorithm of the maximum variance method is described
as follows. It is assumed that the image to be segmented contains two types of regions:
Region 1 and Region 2. t is set as the threshold for separating two regions, and according
to histogram statistics, the area ratio of region 1 and region 2 separated by t to the whole
image is θ1 and θ2:

θ1 =

t∑
j=0

nj

n
(1)

θ2 =

G−1∑
j=t+1

nj

n
(2)

Where n is the area of the whole image. nj is the corresponding area when the gray
level is j. The average gray level of Region 1, Region 2 and the whole image is µ1, µ2

and µ:
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Where f is the gray value corresponding to gray j.
The variance between the two regions after the image is segmented by the threshold

value is shown as follows:

σ2
B(t) = θ1(µ1 − µ) + θ2(µ2 − µ) (6)

When the variance between the two divided regions reaches the maximum, it is con-
sidered that the two regions have reached the best separation state, and the corresponding
threshold t is the best threshold T to be found.

T = max⌊σ2
B(t)⌋ (7)

At present, deep networks such as convolutional neural networks (CNN) are widely
used in image classification, object detection and other tasks, and have achieved higher
accuracy than traditional digital image processing methods. Although it requires a large
amount of data to train the deep network, it has the advantage of better adaptability and
provides an end-to-end solution, that is, the data from the input end can be directly ob-
tained from the output end, avoiding multiple steps such as image preprocessing and result
repair, which are often used in the process of digital image processing methods to divide
smoke and dust. The method of using deep network model to detect soot in image includes
target detection and semantic segmentation.

Object detection is a detection method based on candidate region. For example, Teng
et al. [19] applied Faster R-CNN to video smoke detection, avoiding the complicated ar-
tificial feature extraction processing in traditional smoke detection methods. Firstly, the
training data set was expanded by stitching smoke for forest and other scene images, so
as to train the classifier to carry out target detection of smoke. Wu et al. [20] proposed
a smoke detection method combining mixed Gaussian model and YOLOV2 network.
Firstly, the mixed Gaussian algorithm was used to determine the approximate soot re-
gion, and on this basis, the YOLO network was trained to predict the final soot region.
The result of target detection was to determine the soot area in the image with a rectangu-
lar frame, which leaded to the inevitable inclusion of a large number of background areas
in the result, which would affect the subsequent calculation result of pollution level based
on the Ringelmann smoke blackness level.

The semantic segmentation method classifies each pixel so as to achieve pixel level
segmentation of image target area. Li et al. [21] used the fully convolutional network
model for target segmentation of soot image. By manually marking the smoke region in
the smoke image to make a data set, and then training the fully convolutional network, the
trained model could predict the smoke image and give pixel-level smoke segmentation
results. Wang et al. [22] designed a network model containing two branches of rough seg-
mentation and fine segmentation, both adopted a fully convolutional network with encod-
ing and decoding structure. Li et al. [23] adopted a conditional generation adversarial net-
work model to segment smoke regions in continuous video frames. Although the method
based on the fully convolutional network has achieved a high accuracy, the segmentation
accuracy in complex scenes needs to be improved. For example, the interference of clouds
with high similarity to soot in the background will affect the segmentation, and it is often
a problem to judge a part of the area belonging to clouds as soot. Therefore, we propose
a novel generative adversarial network based on LSTM and convolutional block attention
module for industrial smoke image recognition.
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3. Data Sets

According to experimental requirements, real industrial smoke scene classification data
set and normal scene classification data set are needed for training and testing. Currently,
some larger public datasets, such as Caltech-256, PASCALVOC (Pattern Analysis, Sta-
tistical Modeling and Computational Learning Visual Object Classes) and ImageNet are
mainly normal image scenarios. Image data sets in normal scenarios used in this paper are
mainly from these large open source datasets, and 12 categories are extracted to form a
Normal-12 set. This data is usually easy to obtain and does not require annotation. Smoke
images are mainly obtained from images and videos on the Internet, they are manually
classified and labeled, and named as Smoke-12 set. Smoke image data sets cover most
industrial scenes. Normal-12 has 4800 images including 3600 images for training set and
1200 images for test set. Smoke-12 has 2400 images as target domain data. Detailed in-
formation of images is shown in table 1, and Figure 1 shows partial images in the dataset.

Table 1. Samples in the data sets

Name Normal-12 train Normal-12 test Smoke-12

truck 270 95 170
tree 300 103 200
train 307 100 220
streetlamp 290 95 180
people 300 100 195
car 301 100 210
bus 282 92 190
building 306 102 200
bridge 315 104 215
boat 300 100 200
bird 301 100 182
plane 328 111 238
total 3600 1200 2400

Cycle-GAN algorithm [24] is used for data enhancement, as shown in Figure 2. The
structure consists of a pair of generator networks and a pair of discriminator networks. A
group of unaligned images are input for training to learn the pixel-level mapping between
input images and output images, and the images are converted from source domain A to
target domain B. The goal is to learn a map G AB: A → B and use the discriminator
D B to narrow the distribution between Fake B and B. Similarly, in G BA: B → A,
the discriminator D A is used to narrow the distribution of Fake A and A, and a cyclic
consistency loss is introduced to enforce F (G(A)) ≈ B. When cycle-GAN is used for
processing data enhancement, Normal-12 is used as source domain A, Smoke-12 serves
as the target domain B. Through such a cyclic adversarial network structure, labeled data
similar to the smoke scene style, namely Fake B, can be obtained, and at the same time,
the distribution differences of data in the two scenes can be initially reduced in the pixel
domain.
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Fig. 1. Some samples in data sets

Fig. 2. Cycle-consistent adversarial network structure
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4. Generator Model Based on Encoder-Decoder Framework

This section introduces the generator model G of Encoder-Decoder framework based on
LSTM in detail. The purpose of the model is to learn the distribution function Pg of
the generator on sample data. The distribution function of real samples is Pdata. First, it
inputs image S into LSTM (named EnLSTM) in Encoder stage, and obtains hidden layer
vector with fixed dimension after encoding. Then, the hidden layer vector is input into
LSTM (named DeLSTM) in Decoder stage [25]. The hidden layer vector at t moment
is generated by combining the output at t − 1 moment, and the generated sequence y
is finally decoded. The mapping process is expressed as G(S, θ). θ is the parameter of
LSTM. The generator model structure is shown in Figure 3. In the following, we give the
detailed Encoder process and Decoder process in Generator.

Fig. 3. Generator model

4.1. Encoder

As shown in Figure 3, the left purple box is the Encoder process. The i− th image slice in
S is denoted as si, slice sequence S = s1, s2, · · · , st is defined as EnSen. Then, the input
is sequentially into EnLSTM, and a slice vector is input for each time step t. The hidden
layer vector rt at the current moment t is determined by the hidden layer vector rt−1 at the
t− 1 moment and the input st at the current moment. LSTM has the ability to remove or
add information to a hidden state. LSTM includes three gate structures, namely, forgetting
gate, input gate and output gate. First, the forgetting gate layer decides to discard some
information:

ft = σ(Wf · [rt−1, st] + bf ) (8)

Where Wf is the weight that decides to forget the information and bf is the bias value.
The input gate determines what information is to be updated. This step has two parts:

First, the Sigmoid layer, called the input gate layer, determines what values are to be
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updated. Then, it creates a new candidate value vector C̃t through tanh layer and adds it
to the state, namely:

it = σ(Wi · [rt−1, st] + bi) (9)

C̃t = tanh(Wc · [rt−1, st] + bc) (10)

Wi and Wc are the weights of Sigmoid layer and tanh layer respectively. bi and bc are
the offset values. Based on the above calculation, the updated status information is:

Ct = ft · Ct−1 + it · C̃t (11)

Finally, the output information is determined through the output gate, and then the
vector representation of the output information is obtained as shown in formula (12) and
formula (13):

ot = σ(Wo · [rt−1, St] + bo) (12)

rt = ot · tanh(Ct) (13)

Wo is the weight that determines the output information. bo is the offset value. After
the above coding, a hidden layer vector sequence r = r1 : rt is obtained. When it is input
to end flag (EOS), the final semantic vector rc is generated. rc is input to the decoder
stage as the initial vector.

4.2. Decoder

The red box on the right in Figure 3 is the Decoder network structure diagram of the gener-
ator model. In this stage, the semantic vector rc obtained in the Encoder stage is first input
into DeLSTM, which is denoted as h0 as the hidden layer vector at the initial t1 moment.
Then it is decoded to obtain the output y0 at time t1. At time t1, the input of DeLSTM
is the output y1. Then the hidden layer vector h2 at time t2. We use the same method to
obtain the each hidden layer vector at t moment. Then through the three gate operations
of DeLSTM such as formulas (8)-(13), the implicit vector sequence h = [h0 : h1] of
DeLSTM is obtained. Then, the hidden layer vector at time t is input into a Softmax func-
tion to generate a probability distribution of N words in the image description dictionary
C, so that each word in the dictionary at time t belongs to n(1, · · · , N) the probability of
class words. For example, the dictionary size is V :< W t

o1,W
t
o2, · · · ,W t

oV >, so:

P (W t
oV = n|EnSen, θ) =

exp(ωT
nht)∑N

n=1 exp(ω
T
nht)

(14)

Where ωc is the weight matrix of decoder LSTM from the hidden layer to the output
sequence. These probability values can be further obtained by an Argmax function to
obtain the output sequence y1, y2, · · · , yt, defined as DeSen. o is the parameter to generate
the LSTMs in the model. This process predicts the image slice yt of the next output
according to the given semantic vector rc and the previously generated output sequence
y1, y2, · · · , yt−1, that is:
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yt = argmaxP (yt|y1, y2, · · · , yt−1, rc, ht) (15)

Equation (15) can be abbreviated as:

yt = g(yt−1, ht, rc) (16)

Where ht is the hidden layer vector of DeLSTM. yt−1 is the output of the previous
moment. g is a nonlinear multilayer perceptron that generates the probability that each
slice in dictionary C belongs to yt.

5. Discriminator Based on Convolutional Block Attention Module
(CBAM)

5.1. Generative Adversarial Network (GAN)

The traditional generative adversarial network (GAN) [26] consists of a generator (G) and
a discriminator (D). G is to generate sample data similar to or even consistent with real
samples according to the characteristics of real samples, so as to supplement the lack of
sample types and achieve a balance of sample distribution. D is to supervise the quality
of the generated samples and judge whether the generated samples are consistent with the
characteristics of the real samples, so as to achieve the purpose of expanding the number
of samples. For generator G, the data input only contains the generated sample, so the
objective function of G is:

minGL(G) = minE[logP (S = Ffake|Xfake)] (17)

Where S stands for data source. Xfake represents the sample generated by the gener-
ator. P (S = Ffake|Xfake) represents the probability that the generated sample belongs
to the generated sample data source. E is the expectation calculation. According to For-
mula (10), the optimization goal of G is to make the probability of the generated sample
being judged as ”false sample” as small as possible. When enough samples are generated
to ”look like real”, the optimization goal is completed. For D, data input includes both
real samples and generated samples, and its objective function is shown in Equation (18).

minDL(D,G) = maxE[logP (S = Rreal|Xreal)] + E[logP (S = Ffake|Xfake)]
(18)

Where Xreal represents the real sample. P (S = real|Xreal) represents the probabil-
ity that the real sample belongs to the real sample data source. Its optimization objective is:
whether the input is real sample or generated sample, the final result can give the correct
judgment. In the process of training, GAN plays a game with each other through alternate
optimization and finally achieves Nash equilibrium to complete the model training.
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5.2. GAN-CBAM

The results of sample source and sample label judgment are output by D, and the perfor-
mance of D determines the overall performance of GAN. Therefore, in this paper, CBAM
[27] is added to the feature extraction network of D to focus on the detailed features
in all kinds of transient SPM tracks, so as to improve the feature capture ability of the
discriminator network and make it better calculate training errors.

CBAM can be divided into channel attention network and spatial attention network.
Firstly, average pooling and maximum pooling are used to aggregate the whole channel
information to generate two different spatial features Favg and Fmax. Then, the results
are weighted through the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) [28] network containing a single
implicit layer, and the parameter distribution weights of each channel are obtained. The
calculation process is shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of channel attention

The calculation expression is shown below:

MC(F ) = σ(MLP (avgPool(F )) +MLP (maxPool(F ))) (19)

Where F represents the input convolution feature. σ stands for sigmoid function. MLP
processes parameter sharing.

The output of channel attention is used as the input of spatial attention. As shown
in Figure 5, maximum pooling and average pooling are performed for the data at each
position in the feature matrix of each channel. And then convolution dimension reduction
aggregation is performed for the two pooled results. Finally, sigmoid function is used to
get spatial attention feature.

The expression of feature calculation is:

MC(F ) = σ(f7×7([AvgPool(F );MaxPool(F )]))

= σ(f7×7([FS
avg·;FS

max])) (20)

f stands for dimensionality reduction convolution. In general, 7×7 convolution kernel
dimension reduction convolution calculation is adopted (the size of the eigenmatrix before
and after convolution remains unchanged by adding 0).
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Fig. 5. Diagram of spatial attention

5.3. Loss Function and Training Process

The proposed GAN loss function in this paper consists of the global discriminator loss
function, the local discriminator loss function and the tag predictor loss function, which
is defined as:

L(θf , θm, θy, θd, θ
c
d|Cc=1) = Ly + λ(Lg + Ll) (21)

Where θf is the backbone network parameter. θm is LSTM feature parameter. θy is
tag classifier parameter. θd is global discriminator loss. θcd is local discriminator loss. λ
is the hyperparameter, which is used to determine the proportion of local loss and global
loss in the total loss.

θf ← θf − µ(
∂Ly

∂θf
− λ(

∂Lg

∂θf
− ∂Ll

∂θf
)) (22)

θm ← θm − µ(
∂Ly

∂θm
− λ(

∂Lg

∂θm
− ∂Ll

∂θm
)) (23)

θy ← θy − µ
∂Ly

∂θy
(24)

θm ← θm − µ
∂Lm

∂θm
(25)

θd ← θd − µ
∂Lg

∂θd
(26)

θcd ← θcc − µ
∂Ll

∂θcd
(27)

Where µ is the learning rate.
Stochastic gradient Descent (SGD) is used as the optimizer in the optimization pro-

cess. However, in Formula (22), the discriminator loss is opposite to the label classifier
sign loss. The discriminant loss will make the field offset of the two data bigger and big-
ger, the purpose of confrontation cannot be achieved. Similar some other optimizers, such
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as Adagrad, Adaelta, cannot be optimized, so GRL(Gradient Reversal Layer) is added
here. The network layer has no parameters related to it, so it is a normal connection
layer in forward propagation and does not affect network propagation. During the back-
propagation, the sign of the gradient will be changed, it is multiplied by -1, and then the
back-propagation will continue. The purpose of reversing the gradient will be achieved
through this network layer, so that optimization can be carried out using the optimizer.

6. Experiments and Analysis

The proposed dataset Normal-12 and Smoke-12 are used here, as shown in Figure 1 for a
partial sample dataset. It contains a large number of industrial smoke scenes with different
concentrations. The data set is diverse and industrial smoke images are mostly taken from
common scenes in daily life. 3600 images in Normal-12 are selected as the original data.
1200 images are selected as the test set of data for training the basic classification network,
and 2300 images in Smoke-12 are selected as the target data set of smoke classification
and recognition.

The hardware configuration of the experimental platform is Intel(R) Xeon (R) Gold5118
CPU @ 2.30ghz, memory 256 GB, NVIDIATesla(16 GB) graphics card, software con-
figuration is Centos7.5 using pytorch deep learning framework. Images are cropped to
256× 256 pixels, and then it uses the Random Crop to randomly crop them to 224× 224
pixels. Batch size is set to 128. The initial learning rate of the pre-trained backbone net-
work is 0.001. The initial learning rate of other network layers is 0.01. The learning rate
change strategy follows the existing work, the weight attenuation is 0.0005, the momen-
tum is set as 0.9, and there are 50 training rounds in total. Based on the existing experi-
ence, grid search experiment is carried out with parameters ranging from 0 to 1. When λ
is 0.3 on this data set, the convergence is faster and the accuracy is higher. The experiment
mainly tests the ratio of the accurate prediction quantity of each category to the category
quantity in the target domain as the category accuracy. The ratio of the number of accu-
rate predictions of all categories to the number of smoke scene data is taken as the total
accuracy.

In order to effectively evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in smoke
data set classification, the GAN is used as the basic classification network and the back-
bone network. In order to verify the effectiveness of adding CBAM and LSTM modules
and the effectiveness of data enhancement, ablation experiments are conducted on the
basic classification network for different data enhancement methods. The selected basic
classification networks include GAN, MCW [29], ALSTM [30], KutralNext [31].

In order to verify that the new GAN is more effective than other image recognition
algorithms in data enhancement, Normal-12 is used as the training set and Smoke-12 is
as the test set. Firstly, data enhancement is performed on test set smoke-12. Classical and
current mainstream recognition algorithms are used including EDL [32], DDCNN [33],
EPHD [34]. In contrast, proposed GAN performs data enhancement [35] on training set
Normal-12 and generates data similar to Smoke scenes for testing on Smoke-12.

To verify the segmentation effect of the method on smoke in different scenarios, the
images of the test set are divided into five scenarios: easily distinguishable scene, the
small-area smoke scene, the thin smoke scene, the multi-objective smoke scene, and the
cloud interference scene, as shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Scene classification scheme (from right to left: easily distinguishable scene, the
small-area smoke scene, the thin smoke scene, the multi-objective smoke scene, and the
cloud interference scene)

GAN is the result of using normal-12 as the training set and smoke-12 as the test
set in Table 2. It can be seen from Table 2 that MCW, ALSTM, KutralNext algorithms
have an increase of 0.8%, 1.5% and 1.9% in classification accuracy compared with GAN
respectively. The DCP algorithm shows a 1.6% decrease. According to the experiment, it
can be seen that it is difficult to achieve good results in the real diversified smoke scene
by using the algorithm of defogging data enhancement. The recognition model developed
from the synthetic smoke data set used by most recognition algorithms will over-fit on
the synthetic data set and fail to narrow the distribution of the pixel field. Recognition
algorithms will cause some information loss in the image. According to the results of
proposed GAN in Table 2, the new GAN data enhancement can achieve the best results
in three basic classification and recognition networks, and the accuracy is significantly
improved compared with direct recognition of foggy images.

Table 2. Data enhancement with different methods/%

Method GAN MCW ALSTM KutralNext Proposed

truck 58.5 53.9 53.3 55.0 65.5
tree 92.1 98.2 95.6 97.7 98.1
train 45.7 56.4 66.1 71.4 72.9
streetlamp 94.8 87.2 90.7 93.6 94.5
plane 81.4 79.7 88.8 81.9 91.8
car 51.8 54.7 49.8 41.2 62.5
bus 33.1 33.6 46.7 48.2 49.9
building 76.8 90.6 88.2 90.6 91.7
bridge 97.2 93.9 93.5 94.6 98.2

According to the experimental results in Table 3, the classification accuracy of CBAM
module is improved by 3.3%. The dual channel can fully align the feature distribution in
the feature domain and effectively reduce the field offset.

Figure 7 and table 4 shows the change curve of the proposed GAN loss in the industrial
smoke data set. It can be seen from Figure 6 that the loss curve of the training set is ideal
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Table 3. Classification accuracy after processing with proposed GAN/%

Method GAN EDL DDCNN EPHD Proposed

truck 65.5 64.9 70.8 71.2 72.7
tree 94.1 95.6 95.8 96.2 97.3
train 72.4 78.2 81.6 80.2 96.1
streetlamp 94.2 88.9 89.5 91.3 95.5
plane 91.8 91.1 92.3 92.4 94.6
car 62.5 69.3 71.4 72.5 73.8
bus 54.6 46.5 53.8 58.1 62.2
building 91.6 91.8 92.3 92.7 94.1
bridge 98.2 99.1 97.2 98.5 99.1

and the network fitting speed is fast. In 10 epoches, the training is relatively stable, the
network convergence speed is fast, and there is no fitting phenomenon.

Table 4. The training loss

epoch 0 10 20 30 40 50

loss 1.12 0.52 0.50 0.48 0.48 0.48

Fig. 7. The curve of training loss

In order to quantitatively analyze the recognition and segmentation results of indus-
trial smoke, Precision, Recall, F-score, Accuracy [56] and Intersection over Union (IoU)
[35] are selected as the evaluation indexes.

The same smoke data set and hyperparameter are used to train four models respec-
tively, and then tested on the test sets with the five scenes. The comparison of recognition
results is shown in figures 8-12. (a) is the original image, (b) is the result of manual mark-
ing, (c) is the EDL model, (d) is the result of DDCNN, (e) is the result of EPHD, and (f)
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is the result of the Proposed method. The quantitative index pairs of test results are shown
in Tables 5-9.

Fig. 8. Comparison on easily distinguishable scene

Table 5. Comparison result of easily distinguishable scene

Index EDL DDCNN EPHD Proposed

IoU/% 68.26 69.52 84.12 83.74
Precision/% 88.18 86.68 91.24 92.23
Recall/% 75.96 78.82 92.49 91.18
F1-score/% 81.61 84.98 91.86 91.70

6.1. Experimental Results and Discussion
1. In the comparison of distinguishable scene recognition results, interference points

appear in the results of EDL, and a part of the background region is segmented. DD-
CNN has the problem of missing small areas, which leads to incomplete recognition
results. There is a small amount of interference in EPHD results. The method pre-
sented in this paper is the most accurate.

2. In the comparison of small area smoke scene recognition results, a part of non-smoke
area is segmented by EDL. The segmentation result of DDCNN is not accurate, the
result is incomplete and the problem of false recognition occurs. EPHD also has some
inaccurate results. The method in this paper is the most accurate.

3. In the comparison of thin smoke scene recognition results, EDL has the problem of
identifying the background of small areas as smoke. DDCNN results are incomplete.
The results of EPHD and the proposed method are relatively accurate.
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Fig. 9. Comparison on multi-objective smoke scene

Fig. 10. Comparison on thin smoke scene

Table 6. Comparison result of small-area smoke scene

Index EDL DDCNN EPHD Proposed

IoU/% 58.22 60.48 77.22 78.86
Precision/% 77.24 81.76 83.55 89.28
Recall/% 68.22 69.09 92.28 87.30
F1-score/% 75.44 78.86 87.69 88.28
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Fig. 11. Comparison on small-area smoke scene

Fig. 12. Comparison on cloud interference scene

Table 7. Comparison result of multi-objective smoke scene

Index EDL DDCNN EPHD Proposed

IoU/% 72.04 70.21 79.66 80.05
Precision/% 88.61 86.94 87.80 90.19
Recall/% 81.14 80.44 90.93 88.89
F1-score/% 84.71 85.53 89.34 89.53
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Table 8. Comparison result of cloud interference scene

Index EDL DDCNN EPHD Proposed

IoU/% 65.19 66.58 72.69 78.27
Precision/% 82.56 83.27 79.55 88.74
Recall/% 77.66 79.09 90.16 87.50
F1-score/% 80.04 82.40 84.52 88.12

Table 9. Comparison result of cloud interference scene

Index EDL DDCNN EPHD Proposed

IoU/% 69.21 67.85 76.41 75.75
Precision/% 85.94 85.52 84.79 89.29
Recall/% 79.97 78.62 89.71 89.98
F1-score/% 82.85 84.04 87.18 88.08

4. In the comparison of multi-object smoke scene recognition results, both EDL and
DDCNN have the problem of excessive segmentation, and the edge of recognition
results is not accurate. EPHD divides a small building area. EPHD fails to identify
the darker soot. The new method has the best relative performance.

5. In the comparison of recognition results of interference scenes, EDL is greatly af-
fected by cloud interference, and recognition results include areas belonging to clouds.
DDCNN and EPHD have better anti-interference than EDL, but the results are not
complete. The new method shows the best anti-interference performance.

To sum up, the anti-interference ability of EDL is poor, and it is easy to identify and
segment the non-smoke area. Moreover, there is the problem of excessive segmentation,
which is reflected in the inaccurate edge of the identification result. With the encoding and
decoding structure adopted by DDCNN, the precision of the recognition results should be
better than that of EDL. However, because the smoke edges are rough and the image res-
olution used in the experiment is not high, the edge improvement is not obvious from
the results, but the anti-interference ability is obviously better than that of EDL, but the
recognition results are incomplete. On the basis of DDCNN, EPHD adds a parallel shal-
low network to refine the results. As can be seen from the recognition results, EPHD has
a certain degree of improvement in anti-interference compared with DDCNN, and also
has a great improvement in the problem of missing small areas that DDCNN is prone to.
The proposed method has the best anti-interference performance among all the methods.
The multi-scale convolution operation adopted enhances the feature extraction ability of
smoke. Compared with EDL, the test results can effectively distinguish the interference
in soot and background, and the comparison results are closest to the manual labeling
results.

In terms of quantitative indicators, DDCNN method has the lowest index, because
the pre-trained network weight is not used in the initialization of the network parameters.
In order to improve the accuracy of recognition results, a parallel branch is added. To
compare the results of the new parallel network pair. During the training, it maintains the
same parameter initialization mode as DDCNN. In terms of indicators, it has a certain im-
provement compared with DDCNN. The method adopted in this paper has significantly
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improved the accuracy rate and intersection ratio index of test results in all scenarios com-
pared with EDL, especially in the test set of interference scenes, which is also consistent
with the performance of recognition results comparison.

7. Conclusion

Considering that it is difficult to achieve good classification and recognition effect for
unlabeled smoke scene images under existing labeled data, this paper proposes a GAN
model based on LSTM and CBAM. The existing data is enhanced to make it easily and
effectively close to the smoke scene in the style and data distribution of the pixel field. And
LSTM module is used to make full use of data feature information through multi-scale
feature module to further align data distribution in feature domain effectively. Combined
with CBAM, the accuracy of smoke classification and identification is greatly improved.
Through experiments, the proposed framework has significantly improved the classifi-
cation and recognition accuracy in smoke scenes compared with the basic classification
network trained with existing labeled data. The current method still needs to be further
improved in classification accuracy and structural optimization. The subsequent research
will explore the fusion of algorithms in pixel domain and feature domain, improve the
overall framework structure, further enrich the data set, and make the overall performance
towards a more efficient direction.
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